and two real data sets: the GENOA sibship data consisting of European and African-American subjects and the Baependi Heart Study consisting of 80 extended Brazilian families, both with genotyping data from the Affymetrix 6.0 chip. Our results show that the family structure plays an important role in the estimation of the global individual ancestry value for extended pedigrees but not for sibships.
Introduction
Studies of complex human diseases and traits associated with candidate genes are potentially vulnerable to bias (confounding) due to population stratification and inbreeding, especially in admixed population. To correct for population stratification in GWAS, several approaches have been proposed such as genomic controls [1] and principal components (PCs) [2, 3] . The advantages of using PCs are that they can be applied to discrete and continuous variables, they can correct for population stratification, and they also provide a global ancestry value per subject as implemented in the EIGENSOFT software [2] . The disadvantages of PCs are that they are only applicable to uncorrelated data sets and that they cannot handle admixed populations in family data.
There are several packages available that take into account admixture, calculating not only the global ancestry value but also the local individual ancestry coefficients; but these have limitations. For instance, the program STRUCTURE can handle more than two ancestral populations, but it cannot handle large numbers of SNPs, and it can only be applied to unrelated subjects [4, 5] . On the other hand, the program HAPMIX can handle genomewide genotype data, but it is only applicable to two ancestral populations and unrelated subjects [6] . Recently, a PC-based algorithm for determining ancestry along each chromosome from a high-density, genome-wide set of phased SNP genotypes of admixed individuals (PCAdmix) has been developed for more than 3-population admixture [7] . When the data consist of families or related subjects, one alternative has been proposed to calculate the eigenvectors (or their loadings) on the founders and married-ins only (i.e., the unrelated subjects). Then, using these eigenvectors, one can determine the PCs for the related subjects as implemented in the R package SNPRelate [8] . However, when using these programs, if family structure is present and ignored, such substructures may induce artifactual PCs.
PCs for related subjects were first proposed by Konishi and Rao [9] for families with different numbers of siblings by taking into account between-family variability; they highly recommended the use of a consistent estimator for the kinship matrix to calculate the eigenvectors in family data. Ott and Rabinowitz [10] introduced PCs of heritability (PCH) that capture the familial information across phenotypes by calculating linear combinations of traits that maximize the heritability for combined phenotypes for family data. They showed that the first PCH as a quantitative trait in linkage analysis provides a gain in power compared to the standard PC analysis. Within the PCH framework, Wang et al. [11] proposed a ridge-penalized PC approach based on heritability (PCH λ ) for high-dimensional family data by adding a penalty to the subject-specific variation. Oualkacha et al. [12] proposed an ANOVA estimator for the variance components in general pedigrees and high-dimensional family data using the PCH framework. By using simulated pedigree data, they showed that their proposed method yields similar results compared to the PCH and PCH λ .
The goal of our paper is to incorporate SNPs instead of quantitative traits in the PCH λ approach proposed by Oualkacha et al. [12] to calculate PCs that simultaneously correct for population stratification taking into account the family structure. For admixed populations, Thornton and colleagues [13, 14] proposed a method that takes into account the admixture in the kinship coefficients by modeling them as a random effect using SNP data. Their method captures very well the relatedness between admixed subjects, since it uses the ancestral population's allele frequency for each SNP. The difference between these approaches is that the latter includes the admixture in the polygenic random effect, i.e., the elements of the kinship matrix are estimated taking into account the proportions of three ancestry populations (European, African, and Asians), and our approach is to correct for population stratification using the PCs taking into account the family structure in the fixed effect.
In the Material and Methods section, we describe the methods to calculate PCs and the data sets used: one simulated data and two real data (the GENOA sibship data consisting of European and African-American subjects [15, 16] and the Baependi Heart Study consisting of 80 extended families collected from the highly admixed Brazilian [17, 18] population, both with SNP data from the Affymetrix 6.0 chip). Then, we show our results using the simulated and real data sets and the approaches described previously. In the last two sections, we summarize our findings, point out their advantages and limitations, and conclude with final observations. In addition, online supplementary materials are also provided for a further clarification of the proposed methods.
Material and Methods

PC Analysis for Extended Pedigrees
Let Y f = ( y' f 1 , ..., y' fp ) be a ( n f p × 1) vector for all p variables and all members of the f -th family, with 
This framework represents the multivariate familybased model [10, 12, 19, 20] . In this paper, the p variables represent the SNP genotypes (standardized or not) selected from the whole genome to estimate the global ancestry coefficients for individuals in family structures. More details about the model described here and the approaches described below are available in de Andrade and Soler [21] .
PC Analysis for Family Data
Using the model described above, the PCs are calculated using unbiased or consistent estimators of the covariance matrices Σ g and Σ e . Konishi and Rao [9] proposed ANOVA-based estimators 
, and s
When the multivariate family-based model described above is extended for general pedigrees, Oualkacha et al. [12] proposed to use ANOVA estimators for the variance component matrices. By using the sum of square and cross-product matrices S w and S b in equations 1 and 2, the estimators of the covariance matrices are written as
where
nf nf
From now on, the superscript A will represent the Oualkacha method. When 2 Φ f = 1 n f 1 ' n f , the estimators in equations 2 and 3 are the same ANOVA estimators as in equations 1 and 2, as proposed by Konishi and Rao [9] . The PCs are obtained by the spectral decomposition of the matrices
Furthermore, we can also use the correspondent correlation matrices, proposed by Bilodeau and Duchesne [22] , for equations 2 and 3 to calculate the PCs, given by 
We also apply the PCH proposed by Ott and Rabinowitz [10] and extended by Oualkacha et al. [12] to determine the PCs for extended pedigrees, i.e., instead of looking for the linear combinations of phenotypes with maximum variance, we focus on the linear combinations of phenotypes that maximize their heritability taking into account their within-family correlation. Our goal is to find combinations of SNPs that maximize the trace of the heritabil-
, which is equivalent to obtain the eigenvectors b , such that
Then, we obtain the PCs using the eigenvectors of the generalized eigen system [23] . Due to the high-dimensional and sparse matrices ( p ⪢ N ), Wang et al. [11] proposed a ridgepenalized PC approach to obtain PCH in order to accommodate large numbers of phenotypes. With this approach, one can either use the PCs from a multivariate familial covariance matrix (for unstandardized data) or those from a correlation matrix (for standardized data) as proposed by Bilodeau and Duchesne [22] . Then, the leading PC is defined as with λ as the regularization parameter to be specified. When λ = 0, PCH λ is the original non-penalized leading PC (PCH). When λ → ∞ , the second term of the denominator of PCH λ dominates, and PCH λ approaches the linear combination that maximizes the be-
When λ is between 0 and ∞ , the solution corresponds to the direction that provides the optimal balance between maximizing the betweenfamily variation (PCB) and minimizing the within-family variation (PCW), defined as PCW = arg max || β || = 1 b ' Σ A e b . These PCBs are the ones we use and recommend in our association ana lyses.
For comparison, we assume all subjects are unrelated. Thus, the covariance matrix using unrelated subjects Σ U is estimated as 1 1
with
as the overall mean with superscript U representing the unrelated subjects. This approach is equivalent to the PCs estimated by Price et al. [2] . The global ancestry coefficients are obtained from the spectral decomposition of the correlation matrix, with 
Data Description Real Data Sets
The first data set is the GENOA sibship data that consist of European ancestry (EA: Rochester, Minn., USA) and African-American (AA: Jackson, Miss., USA) subjects with SNP data from the Affymetrix 6.0 chip [15, 16] . Sibships with one sibling were excluded from the analysis. For the EA and AA subjects, the screened data contain 534 and 548 families with 1,386 and 1,263 individuals and data on 83,568 and 50,510 SNPs, respectively. The second data set is the Baependi Heart Study that consists of 119 extended Brazilian families with 1,712 individuals and SNP data from the Affymetrix 6.0 SNP chip [17] . Families with only one individual or unrelated individuals with genotype data were excluded due to lack of information. Simulated Data Sets The simulated data consist of 100 families with 20 subjects. Each family is assumed to have the same pedigree structure with 4 generations and 6 founders as described in figure 1 . The data were simulated under four scenarios, 100 SNPs and 3,000 SNPs, and with F ST = 0.05 and 0.20. The genotype data were simulated using the Balding-Nichols model with allele frequencies for two distinct ancestral populations [24] . The allele frequency for the ancestral population p ap for all SNPs was generated independently from a uniform distribution: U(0.1, 0.9). The allele frequencies, in the subpopulations separated by Wright's F ST , were randomly selected from a beta distribution, ( table 1 ) . The admixture proportions for the 6 founders were randomly selected from U(0, 1). Genotype data at each SNP for the 6 founders were generated based on the individual's admixture proportions for the two subpopulations, and those for the 14 non-founders were generated by dropping alleles down the pedigree. We used the R program pca_admixture_unrelateds_and_ pedigrees.r to simulate the data.
Results
For the sibship GENOA data set, we used the following exclusion criteria for each data set using PLINK [25] : subjects with >5% missing genotype information were screened out, SNPs with a MAF ≤ 5%, missingness ≤ 5%, LD (VIF = 1.11 with a window size of 50 and a window shift of 5 SNPs) after linkage disequilibrium screening (-thin 0.2), a HWE p value ≤ 0.05, plus SNPs in the HLA region, chromosomes 8 and 17 inversion regions, X, Y, and MT. The two final data sets included 9,224 common SNPs and 2,383 individuals (EA: 1,304; AA: 1,079) from 816 sibships (EA: 452; AA: 364). A detailed description of the sibship sizes and the number of families is given in table 2 .
For this sibship data, the PCs using Konishi and Rao's [9] approach performed similarly for standardized and unstandardized genotype data ( fig. 2 a, b) . Furthermore, the decomposition of the matrix Σ ˆ . However, when we assume that the data are unrelated, the PCs using Price et al.'s [2] approach show more variability within subjects and are sensitive to standardization, i.e., the unstandardized PC results have the power to discriminate the two racial groups, but they are not sensitive to detect outlier families ( fig. 2 c, d ). Despite the fact that the PC plots are similar between the two approaches, the proportion of variance fig. S1 ; see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000381908 for all online suppl. material).
For the Baependi data set, the same exclusion criteria were used as for the GENOA data. The final data set includes 80 families (1,109 individuals) show a similar population structure pattern with two long arms connected ( fig. 3 a, Since we observed this difference in the proportion of variance between these two approaches using the admixed family data from Baependi, we also compared the kinship values derived from the IBD method implemented in PLINK [25] and from the REAP approach that used the allele frequencies from the three ancestral populations [14] . We observed that the relatedness coefficients obtained from these two programs were similar (online suppl. fig. S3 ). Furthermore, when we compared the association results for the quantitative trait average systolic blood pressure, using the R function in the R library, with the kinship matrix implemented in the R library and in the REAP program, including only age and sex as covariates (left panel of online suppl. fig. S4 ), and also adding PCB1 and PCB2 as covariates (right panel of online suppl. fig. S4 ), the results were almost identical, indicating that similar results were found by correcting the possible confounding due to population stratification through fixed or random effect. In addition, by not including the ancestral populations to estimate the kinship values, the association results in admixed families were not affected.
For the simulated data, we ran two different sets of simulation, with 100 and 3,000 SNPs, with the same family structure and size, i.e., 20 members. For the results presented here we used F ST = 0.2 only; the results are similar when using F ST = 0.05 (data not shown). Figure 5 a, b show PCs 1 and 2 from Price et al.'s and Oualkacha et al.'s approaches for 100 SNPs. We did not observe any difference between the plots except for the different scales of the axes; however, we found the same difference pattern in the proportion of variance due to the PCs as in the real data sets ( table 6 ; online suppl. fig. S5 ), i.e., the proportion explained by Oualkacha et al.'s approach for the first three PCs was 17.9% compared to 9.14% explained by Price et al.'s first three PCs. When we increased the number of SNPs to 3,000, we observed that PCs 1 and 2 from Oualkacha et al.'s approach could better capture the population substructure by taking into account the family structure ( fig. 5 c, d ). For a better visualization, we selected four families at random and highlighted them in figure 5 . One can observe the similar results from the Baependi data ( fig. 4 ) , i.e., the families were well separated using Oualkacha et al.'s approach. The admixture proportions for each member of these four simulated families are shown in online supplementary figure S6.
All analyses were performed using the R 3.0.2 package [26] . The functions that calculated the familial PC are available upon request from the authors. 
Discussion
It is the common practice in genome-wide association analysis to adjust for PCs to correct for population stratification; however, for cluster-correlated data such as families, the family structure is usually ignored, and the PCs are estimated by using the loadings of the founders [8] or assuming that all subjects are unrelated [2] . This may work for a homogeneous population, but it was unclear if the same applied to admixed population. Admixture can 8 be used as a tool for finding linked genes and also to detect differences from allelic association between loci [27] . It is also well known that the effect of population stratification in unrelated subjects in association analysis can induce false-positive results due to linkage disequilibrium and allele frequency distributions from different populations in candidate genes [28] [29] [30] , a reasonable large number of SNPs [31] , and lastly for thousands of SNPs [2] . However, for clustered data or family data, it has never been investigated whether the family structure should be taken into account when calculating the PCs for an admixed population.
Several approaches have been used to include the family structure in the estimation of the PCs in family data. The approach developed by Konishi and Rao [9] is restricted to nuclear families or sibships. By using standardized genotype data and sibships from GENOA [16] , we showed that the PCs, taking or not taking the family structure into account, were similar except for the scaling difference; however, the proportion of variance ex- plained by the first three PCs including the family structure is much larger than that by the PCs ignoring the family structure. With the approach proposed by us for admixed families with more than two generations, using genotype data from the Baependi study [17] and simulated data, one notices that the plots based on PCs that take into account the family structure were more informative for the admixture than the plots based on PCs ignoring the family structure. Furthermore, the proportion of variance explained by the first three PCs, when We also performed genome-wide association analyses using the Baependi data only and observed that, by not including the ancestral populations in the estimation of the kinship values, the association results were not affected (online suppl. fig. S4 ). Furthermore, the inclusion of the PCs in the association analysis using either of the two kinship values reduced the level of significance drastically (online suppl. fig. S4 ).
Conclusion
The objective of this paper was to show that the family structure should be incorporated in the estimation of the PCs in admixed populations. The conceived idea that, when analyzing family data, it is not necessary to take the family structure into account does not hold in general. This is the case for extended families from admixed populations. We have used real and simulated data sets, and both have shown the relevance of the family structure in the estimation of the PCs and their role in the association analysis.
